
Chapter 3710

“Maiden Garcia had a chat with me today.”

“She said that she wants me to join her. In exchange, she’ll give me ten billion dollars, three hundred acres of land, and the title
of Brahmin!”

“She told me you’re already on their side too.”

“The royal family of India even gave you the title of Kshatriya!”

“And for that, you got your cousin to fake an apology to Amber and the others in the Martial Hall.”

“You made her mix the Life Elixir into the tea before she fed it to the young talents,” Harvey said calmly.

“At the same time, the royal family agreed to give you the title of Brahmin if you keep devoting yourself to India while lurking in
Country H.”

“That said, they never expected Zoe to sell you out, no?”

“Not only did she give me a lot of proof, but all the conversations you had with the Indians were recorded as well.”

“Tell me. Aren’t you scared of dragging your entire family down for conspiring with the enemy?”

“Huh?!”
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After looking at Harvey’s calm look on his face, everyone gasped.

Nobody expected Harvey to actually have solid proof.

“Impossible! Impossible!”

Emily was panicking when she looked at Koen.

“You said only we know about that!”

“Why does he know about it too?!”

Emily’s face had lost all color, and she anxiously covered her mouth.

She shouldn’t have said all those things.

The crowd was dead silent!
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“You dumb b*tch!”

Koen wanted to kick Emily so badly.

It was his first time seeing such an idiot.

‘She exposed herself just because of some allegations?’

‘Is she insane?‘

‘Does she have a death wish?‘

‘She exposed us both!‘

Koen was sweating profusely; he wanted to refute, but he couldn’t find an excuse.

At the same time, he was filled with fear when he looked at Harvey.

Aside from having strong subordinates, nobody thought that Harvey would be this good at getting people to his side.

Koen regretted not poisoning Harvey before.

At this point, there was no point in denying his involvement in the situation.

Layne was already recording the entire conversation, after all.

“Not bad. You really are a match made in Heaven.”

“A shameless b*stard and a clueless idiot.”

Harvey chuckled.



“Here’s all the proof you need.”

“Are you planning on explaining everything to me? Or do you want me to help you with that?”

Emily’s face was ugly.

“How dare you trick me!”

Not only was she completely humiliated by Harvey’s trick, but she also knew that she would pay a great price for it sooner or
later.

She wanted to shoot Harvey so badly…

However, she knew that Rachel would take action if she did.

“Compared to you selling out your country for the enemy, this is nothing at all,” Harvey said while glancing at Emily.

“Sir York. I assume you’re not just here for Amber and the others, right?”

Koen took a deep breath, forcing himself to calm down.


